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Chern-Simons Theory in the Axial Gauge:
Manifold with Boundary1

Stéphane Emery and Olivier Piguet

Département de Physique Théorique, Université de Genève

CH - 1211 Genève 4 (Switzerland)

(8. VIII. 1991)

The relation of the three-dimensional topological Chern-Simons theory with a two-
dimensional chiral theory of the Wess-Zumino-Witten type is analysed from the

point of view of local quantum field theory. The theory is hereby denned in three-

dimensional space-time with a two-dimensional plane boundary. An axial gauge

fixing procedure, weU adapted to this geometrical setup, is used. A regularization
free procedure is foUowed.

1 Introduction

Topological field theories2, in particular the three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory [2, 3]

which we shall deal with, are known to be devoid of local observables in the space-time
manifold in which they are defined. However, in the case of a manifold with boundary, local
observables exist on the boundary [3] - [8]. For the three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory
these observables are [3, 4] two-dimensional conserved chiral currents generating the Kac-
Moody algebra [9] of the Wess-Zumino-Witten model [10]. This algebra of observables has

been discussed and shown to exist in the Landau gauge by the authors of Ref. [11] from the

point of view of (perturbative) local quantum field theory. They consider a plane boundary.
In their approach the Green functions are defined in all of space-time, the properties of the

boundary being described by (regularized) boundary terms in the action, as suggested by
Symanzik [12]. They show how the chiral algebra follows from a Slavnov identity which takes

into account the effects of the boundary. They conclude to the existence of an algebra of
operators with a definite helicity on one side of the boundary, and of an algebra of operators
of opposite helicity on the other side.

The aim of the present work is to derive the chiral algebra on the plane boundary in the
spirit of Symanzik, too, but with two main differences with respect to the work of [11].

First we avoid the use of a boundary action and thus the problem of regularizing it.

Supported in part by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
2See [1] for a review
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Instead of this we choose to stay on a more general ground. The theory is specified by two
requirements:

(a) Away of the boundary the field equations of the theory without boundary hold ("locality
condition").

(b) Correlations between points separated by the boundary are suppressed ("decoupling
condition").

We then show that these assumptions uniquely fix the form of the boundary contributions
to the field equations, up to a discrete parity transformation.

The second difference with the approach of [11] is the use of an axial gauge instead
of a covariant one. Since full Poincaré invariance is anyway lost due to the presence of
the boundary, the choice of an axial gauge with axis normal to the boundary looks quite
natural. Moreover it has the great advantage of allowing very explicit calculations and of
making obvious the ultraviolet finiteness of the theory, just because Green functions are

essentially made here of tree graphs only [13]. This latter point also makes evident the scale

invariance of the theory, already proved in [14, 15] for the Landau gauge.

A bad aspect of the axial gauge is the occurrence of long distance ambiguities. Such

ambiguities are related to the fact that this gauge is not a complete gauge fixing [16]. It
turns out in our case that these ambiguities are solved by imposing a Ward identity expressing
the invariance of the theory under the gauge transformations which preserve the axial gauge
condition. The remarkable fact is that just this Ward identity, if restricted to the boundary,
generates the chiral current algebra.

The plan of the paper is the following. After stating general facts on Chern-Simons

theory in the axial gauge, we introduce a boundary in the form of a plane and compute the

propagators obeying the decoupling condition. We write then the field equations and the
Ward identities in presence of the boundary, in particular the Ward identity leading to the
chiral current algebra. We finally show that the ambiguous solution of the field equations is

made unique by the Ward identity. At the end we draw some conclusions.

2 Chern-Simons theory in the axial gauge: R3 space-
time without boundary

Let us first describe the theory in unbounded IR3 space-time. The classsical Chern-Simons
action reads [2, 3]

Scs(AM) -^Tr j d3x eT" (A^A, + ^AVAP) (2.1)
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We use the matrix notation, valid for all the fields tp encountered through the paper:

<P ¥>"*. [Oa, 0b] ifabcec Tr (0Jb) Sab (2.2)

where the 8a's are the generators of the gauge group which is supposed to be simple.

Since we are going later to discuss the theory in presence of the plane boundary x1 0,

it is convenient to use the coordinates

u x\ z -L(x° + x2), z -L(x° - x2) (2.3)

In these coordinates the action reads

£cs(4») -Tr / dud2z {ABa* + Ä9»A + A«dÄ + 9AAA, Ä]) (2.4)

with
A Az Â A,, d dz, 8 8,, (2.5)

and where we have rescaled the fields with a factor g J2ir/k, which plays the role of the
coupling constant.

As usual, one has to fix the gauge. A gauge adapted to our problem is of the axial type:
"Au 0". The axial gauge is implemented by adding to the gauge invariant action (2.4) the

following gauge fixing terms:

Sgf(Au, d, c, b) Tr j dud2z (dAu + b(duc + g[Au, c])) (2.6)

Matrix notation (2.2) is used, d is a Lagrange multiplyer field, c and 6 are the Faddeev-Popov
ghost and antighost fields.

The total action

2(4,, d, c, b) Scs(^) + Sgf(A,, d, c, b) (2.7)

is invariant under the BRS transformations

sAp -d^c- g[Ap,c] sb d

¦> r,
(2'8)

sc gc sd 0

It is also left invariant by the discrete parity transformation z <-> z u —? —u, under which
the fields transform as:

A <—» A Au — Au
(2.9)

d —? — d b —> —c c ^ b

Three-dimensional Poincaré invariance is broken by the gauge fixing, but the action
remains invariant under the two-dimensional Poincaré transformations of the plane {z, z}.
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z 2 U A A Au d 6 c

Dimension -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 2 1 1

Helicity -1 1 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0

Table 1: Dimensions and helicities.

Two-dimensional Lorentz invariance in particular is equivalent to helicity conservation.
Helicity assignments are given in Table 1 together with the dimensions.

The theory is obviously scale invariant, since no dimensionful parameter has been
introduced.

One finally notices that the gauge fixed action is still invariant under the residual gauge
invariance

SAß -dßw - glA^u]
Stp -[tp,w], Vtp^A,,, (2.10)

LJ=w(z,z)
where lj depends on z and z, but not on u. One should of course also fix this residual gauge
invariance [16] in order to define the theory. We shall see in the next subsection how this
can be achieved, in the case where space-time has a boundary.

The Green functions derived from the action (2.7) obey, in the tree aproximation, equations

of motion which can be written in a functional way as:

and

We have used the notation

duÄ-g[Jd,Ä] + 8Jd + J 0,
-duA + g[Jd,A]-dJd + J 0,
d - dA + 8A - g[A, Ä] - g{b, c} + Ju 0

Au + Jd 0

dub- g[Ji,b] - Jc 0

8uc - g[Jd, c] - J;, 0

tp jy, tp A,Ä,Au,d,b,c

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

where Zc( J, J, Ju, Jd, Jb, Jc) is the generating functional of the connected Green functions

(tpi(xx) ¦¦¦ tpN(xN)) (2.14)

The arguments of Zc are the sources of the fields A, Ä, Au, d, b and c, respectively. In the
tree approximation, Zc is the Legendre transform of the classical action (2.7):

ZC(JV) E(y>) + Tr J d3x £ Jv V (2.15)
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Due to the linearity of the ghost equations (2.12), the Slavnov identity expressing BRS
invariance takes the simple form of a local Ward identity3:

9 YrlJr> <P]-8J-8J- duJu - dud 0 (2.16)

3 Theory with a boundary: the free propagators

Let us now introduce as boundary the plane B of equation u 0. We will define the Green
functions in the entire space-time IR3. So we shall determine the dynamics of the model by
requiring the following two conditions, which specify its behaviour outside of the boundary:

Decoupling condition: The connected Green functions (2.14) vanish if the points xn do

not lie all in the same of the two half-spaces delimited by the plane B.

Locality condition: For points lying all in the same half-space - and none on the border

- we require the validity of the field equations (2.11) obeyed by the Green functions
of the theory without boundary, i.e. those derived from the gauge fixed action (2.7) of
the preceding section.

These requirements have to be understood in the distributional sense, Green functions being
assumed to be tempered distributions. For the moment we do not specify more precisely the
behaviour in the situation where some points are exactly on the boundary: this ambiguity
will have to be fixed later on.

The prescriptions above are in the spirit of Symanzik's approach [12]: but there, boundary
effects are taken into account by adding surface terms to the action, and the resulting
Feynman rules give rise to singularities - or ambiguities [18] - which have to be renormalized.

It follows from the decoupling condition that the connected functional Zc decomposes in
two parts:

ZC(JV) Z+(JV) + Z_(JV) (3.1)

where Z+, resp. Z_, generates the connected Green functions in the right, resp. left half-

space.

Let us see how the free propagators

Avin(xx,x2) (tpi(xx) tp2(x2)) (3.2)

can be computed, beginning with the simplest case of the ghost propagator A^. According
to (2.12), with g 0, its equation of motion reads, for both points in the same half-space
but not on the boundary:

8uAbc(x, x') -83(x - x') -8(u - u')S2(z - z') (3.3)

It is for this reason that the axial gauge may be considered as a "ghost free gauge" [17].
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The general solution, invariant under the parity transformation (2.9) and fulfilling the
decoupling condition, is

A^x, x') - [0+($(u - «') + p) + 9_(0(u - u') + p)] S2(z - z') (3.4)

where ö± 9(±u)6(+u'), and 6(u) is the Heavyside step function. Let us remark that the
"integration constant" is a priori an arbitrary function of z and z'. Our choice pS2(z — z')
is dictated by two-dimensional Poincaré invariance, scale invariance and regularity. Scale

invariance fixes the dimension. Regularity - i.e. the fact that Green functions are tempered
distributions - excludes ill-defined expressions like 1/ ((z — z')(z — z')).

The presence of ^-functions in the Ansatz (3.4) implies the occurrence of £(u)-terms in
the right-hand-side of Eq. (3.3) or in the free ghost functional equations (2.12). With the
assumption of scale invariance and taking into account the fact that the contributions of the
boundary must be localized on B, the most general form of the modified free ghost equations
reads:

dub-Jc S(u)(p+b+(z) + p-b_(z))
(3.5)

duc-Jb -8(u)(p_c+(z) + p+c_(z))
The second equation is deduced from the first one by parity invariance. We have used the
functional notation (2.13). Moreover tp±(z) means the insertion of the field tp(x) on the
right, respectively on the left of the boundary B:

tp±(z) lim c (3.6)
u-±0 bJv(x)

The right-hand-side of (3.5) is thus the effect of the boundary. A first constraint on the
parameters p+ is provided by requiring the compatibility of both equations (3.5). In order
to see this let us make use of the decomposition (3.1) of the connected functional, which
allows to write these equations separately for Z+ and Zy.

Mhz- s {d«JTb-S{u)^TJb
u=oJ

m<z± s ja„JL + %K±
u=oJ

From the anticommutation relations

[Mh(x),Mc(x')) 0,

Jc

Jb

(3.7)

(3.8)

applied to Z+ or to Z_, follows the condition

p+= P- p (3.9)

The most general ghost propagator being of the form (3.4), it will obey the general ghost
equation (3.5) provided the following constraints on the parameters p and p hold:

''"-1» - "•
(3.10)

(l + p)(, + l) 0.
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These constraints admit two distinct solutions:

/: P -l.
II: /3 0,

p 1

p=-l.
(3.11)

Since they are related by parity, it is sufficient to analyse the first one. The value —1 for p
implies that

(b-(z)c(x')) limu^_oAi,c(a;,a:') 0
(3.12}

(b(x)c+(z')} linv_+0A6c(x,z') 0

This result is interpreted as Dirichlet boundary conditions for the ghosts: 6 goes to zero as

it tends to the boundary B from the left, whereas c goes to zero when it reaches B from the

right.

The computation of the free propagators of the fields A, A, Au and d goes along the

same Unes. For points outside of the boundary one has to solve the system of equations
(2.11) with g 0. The general solution obeying the decoupling condition as well as all the

dimension, symmetry and regularity constraints reads, in matrix form

A(x, x') 9+A+(x, x') + e_ A_(z, x')

with 6+ 6(±u)e(±u'), and

A+(x,x')

(3.13)

2ttì(z - z')2

-T^(x,x')
0

V -arT..(i,i')

-T^(x', x)

ß
2wi(z - z')2

0

8Ty-ß(x'tX)

0 dT^_a(x',x)

0 -dT^ß(x,x')
0 -S3(x - x')

-83(x - x') (-1 - 27 + a + ß)dd52 J

(3.14)

A_ is deduced from A+ by parity. In (3.14) lines and columns are ordered according to the

sequence (A, Ä, Au, d). We have set

T((x, x') (6(u - u') + ()S\z - z') (3.15)

This solution again is defined up to "integration constants", namely the functions of z and

z parametrized by the constants a, ß and 7. The expression l/(z — z')2 is defined as a

tempered distribution by:

1

-<91im •

(z — z')2 z — z' '—oz — z' — ie(z — z')

The two-dimensional "fermion propagator" l/(z — z') obeys the equation

8—^— 2niS2(z - z')

(3.16)

(3.17)
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The propagators (3.13) are the Green functions of free field equations of the type (2.11)
(with g 0), but now with surface terms. As in the case of the ghost propagator, let us

write the most general form for the latter - with the usual requirements of dimension and

symmetry:
duÄ + 8Jd + J -8(u)(X_Ä++ X+Ä_)

-8uA-dJd + J -8(u)(X+A++ X_A_)

d-8Ä + 8A+Ju 0

Au + Jd =0
Like in the case of the ghost equation, compatibility of the first two equations imposes the
restrictions

A+ A_ A (3.19)

(3.18)

The general solution is given by (3.13), (3.14), with constraints analogous to the one
encountered for the ghost propagator:

(1+7)(A-1) 0, a(A-l) 0,
7(A + 1) =0, ß(X + l) 0.

These constraints also admit two distinct solutions:

/ : 7 0, a arbitrary ß 0 A 1

II : 7 —1 a 0 ß arbitrary A —1

(3.20)

(3.21)

related to each other by parity. The solution we shall retain for the rest of this work is

solution I, for which the propagators (see (3.13)) read

A+(x,x')

I -9(u' - u)82 0 (9(u' -u)- a)8P \2-tri(z - z')2
-9(u - u')82 0 0

0 0 0

V (a - 9(u - u'))882 9(u' - u)882 -83(x - x')

-0(u - u')882

-83(x - x')
(a - 1)8882

(3.22)

/
where 82 82(z — z'). Notice that we are still left with the arbirary parameter a. One sees

that this solution corresponds to the Dirichlet conditions:

A+ firn A 0 A_ Um A 0
U-.-U

(3.23)
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4 The field equations and the Ward identity

Keeping the solution I from (3.21) we can write the field equations (3.18), now with
interactions, as:

8uÄ-g{Jd,Ä} + 8Jd + J -8(u)A_

-duA + g[Jd,A]-8Jd + J -8(u)A+
d - dA + 8A - g[A, Ä] - g{b, c} + Ju 0

Au + Jd =0
We have not written the terms in Ä+ and A_ in the right-hand-sides of the first two equations.
They are are indeed irrelevant due to the Dirichlet conditions (3.23).

The Slavnov identity (2.16) is expected to hold, but with a nonvanishing right-hand-side
due to the boundary:

s£[^> <p]-8J-8J- 8UJU - 8ud 8(u)(8A+ + 9i_) (4.2)
v

Integrating on u and naively neglecting boudary terms at infinity would yield a Ward
identity expressing the invariance of the theory under the residual gauge transformations
(2.10):

|_+°° du (g £[J„, tp]{x) - 8J(x) - dJ(x)) 8A+(z) + 8Ä_(z) (4.3)

The identities (4.2) and (4.3) can be formaUy derived from the field equations (4.1).
However, in the course of doing it, one meets three problems:

• One has to multiply field insertions, hence distributions, at the same point. This is

the usual ultraviolet problem [18].

• The 8(u) terms of the field equations have to be multiplied by u-dependent field
insertions, i.e. by u-dependent distributions. This effect of the boundary may give rise to
new short distance singularities which would affect the right-hand-sides of (4.2) and

(4.3).

• When integrating the local identity (4.2) in order to get (4.3), the neglect of terms
at u — ±oo, generated by the it-integration of dud, cannot be done without special
care because of the bad long distance behaviour in u of the Green functions, shown for
instance in the free propagators (3.22). This difficulty is pecuUar to the choice of an
axial gauge.

The first short distance problem will be discussed in the next Section and will turn out to be

absent, as one can expect from a theory which was shown [14, 15] to be ultraviolet finite4.
The second and third problems are new and a priori more serious.

4The proof was given for the case of the Landau gauge.
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We shaU nevertheless postulate the validity of the Ward identity (4.3), with its right-
hand-side as it stands. We shaU see that this is possible, and that this completly fixes the

parameters of the theory. As a preliminary exercise, one can apply it to the 2-point Green
functions given by (3.13) and (3.22). The result is that it fixes the parameter a of the gauge
field propagators:

a 1 (4.4)

We shaU see in the next section that the Ward identity (4.3) fixes as weU all the arbitrary
parameters appearing in the higher order Green functions when solving the equations of
motions.

But let us for the time being interpret the Ward identity (4.3). Defining the functional
operators

K^>---.*)=nAs*hi (4-5)

(where the afc's are the group indices), applying e.g. X+ to the Ward identity and then

setting to zero all sources Jv, we get the identities

8{Aa(z) Aa,(zi) ¦¦¦ AaN(zN))+

igTrk=ifaakbS2(z-zk)(Ab(z)Aa,(zi)---A:k(zk) ¦ ¦ ¦ Aa„(zN))+ (4.6)

-biN8aai882(z - z')

As usual the z's stand here for the z's and the z's. The hat on an argument of the Green
function means omission of this argument. The suffix + means that the Umit u —»• +0 has

being taken for all arguments.

Such Ward identities are known [19, 20, 11] to imply the conservation law

8Ka(z) 0 (4.7)

and the chiral current algebra

\Ka(z), Kb(z')] i/a6c5(z - z')Kc(z) + ^Sab8'(z - z') (4.8)

for the two-dimensional space-time operators

Ka(z) J^- lim A(x) (4.9)
V k u->+o

which Uve on the positive side of the boundary B. One recognizes [19, 20, 11] a Kac-Moody
algebra of level k. The parity conjugate operators

Ka(z) J— lim Ä(x) (4.10)
V k u->-o

living on the negative side of B of course obey the same algebra, z and z being interchanged.
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General solution of the field equations and of the
Ward identity

As announced we shall limit the discussion to the parametrization I of (3.21). Moreover,
taking advantage of the decoupling condition and of the invariance under parity (2.9), we
shaU need only to consider in this section Green functions with arguments on the positive
side u > 0 of the boundary B.

Let us rewrite the field equations (4.1) in the foUowing way (for u > 0; see (3.1) for the
definition of Z+):

MAZ+ s \8ujj-g Jd'Jj

MAZ+ - \-9ujj + g Ji, 8J

\z+ -8Jd - J

dJd

MdZ+

MA"Z+

8 -8 8

8Td + dTJ-dTj>z^9
8Z+ 8Z+
HT'HT

8J,
¦Z+ —Jd

and similarly for the Ward identity (4.3):

8
W(z)Z+¦-fcr dug J\p,

SJu,

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

- 8 iV\ \z+= J+a° du {dJ + 8J) (5.5)

The field equation (5.4) is trivial and we have already substituted it into the other field
equations.

Eq. (5.3) contains the a-priori iU defined product of two field insertions A and Ä at the
same space-time point. This field equation actuaUy contains nonwritten terms of the form
82Z+/8J8J and 82Z+/8Jb8Jc, which generate loop graphs. But the only loop graphs of the
theory are the one-loop graphs of Fig. 1 which contribute to the connected Green functions of
the field d. AU these graphs are ultraviolet divergent5. However each contribution factorizes
into a regular u-dependent part and a singular product of z-plane Dirac distributions. The
latter ultraviolet singularity can be subtracted in a usual way. The former factor is a product
9(ui — u2)9(u2 — u3) ¦ ¦ -9(un — -Uj) which is equal to zero. Thus the contribution from each

graph vanishes. This shows the absence of any loop correction and justifies the neglect of
the nonwritten term in (5.3)6.

irrespective of the number of external legs: this is a pathology of the axial gauge.
6This remark also makes obvious that one can practically forget the Faddeev-Popov ghosts.
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jd„

i CiK 9d]
> b,\ b j/A„

A

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Contributions to the Green functions of the field d. (a) Loop of gauge field

propagators, (b) Loop of ghost propagators.

On the other hand the two field equations (5.1) and (5.2) appear as Unear equations.
They can be solved, yielding connected generating functionals Ä and A, respectively - in the
notation (2.13). These two functionals may then be inserted into the field equation (5.3),
which in turn aUows to compute d explicitly.

After having solved the field equations - possibly up to free parameters - the remaining
task would be to check that the solutions found obey the Ward identity (5.5) at least for
some value(s) of the free parameters. This program has been accomplished in the last section
for the two-point functions: the general solution of the field equations has been given by
(3.22), with one free parameter a; the Ward identity has fixed a to the value 1.

In order to solve the problem for the higher-point functions, we begin by looking at the
field equation (5.1). In terms of Green functions this equation reads7

du.(Ab(x')X) in=ihckcS3(x'-x'l){Ae(x'l)X\dCk(xl))
-&x,dc(x")hc883(x' - x") - 8x,A«{x)5ba&{x' - x)

where

X Aai(xi)... Aan(xn)Âbl(x[)... Äbm(x'm)dci(x';)... 4,«') (5.7)

and where X \ tp means that tp is taken away from the string X, the result being zero if
tp £ X. Eq. (5.6) yields a recursion over the number of d's, whose starting point is given by
the nonvanishing two-point functions \ÄA) and IAd).

Eq. (5.6) can be integrated explicitly. For n + m + q > 2 the result is:

(Ab(x') X) i EL! hcJ2(A - 4)9(u' - u'l)9(u>) (Àe(xï) X \ dCk(x'l))

-in=ihckc{Â(x')A(x"))(Ae(x'l)X\dCk(x'>))

7Due to the decoupling condition, and as we consider the positive side of the boundary, a factor 0(u) for
each u-variable is understood in front of every contribution to the Green functions.
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z+
A

] X
*

z+
Ab Ab Äe

'¦ y

Figure 2: Diagrammatic representation of Eq. (5.8)

Indeed 9(u' — u")9(u') is a primitive of 8(u' — u"), the positivity of the «-variables being
taken into account, and this primitive is nothing else than minus the propagator (A A) (see

(3.22)). In principle (5.8) is defined up to an arbitrary u'-independent quantity. But such a
term would violate the decoupling condition.

Taking into account the form of the propagator (Au d) given in (3.22), we can represent
(5.8) diagrammatically, as shown in Fig. 2. The vertex AÄAU is just the one given by the
Chern-Simons action (2.4). We conclude that the Green functions containing at least one
field A are made of tree graphs with, as Feynman rules, the propagators (3.22) and the
Chern-Simons vertex. The nonvanishing ones have only one field Ä and at most one field A:

A (A)n (A)m (d)9\ 0 unless n 0 or 1, and m 0 (5.9)

The fulfillment of the Ward identity (5.5) by these Green functions follows simply from its
fulfiUment by the propagators.

We now turn to the Green functions without the field Ä. We shaU see that these are not
simply given by the Feynman rules which one may derive from the action and the propagators
(3.22). In particular arbitrary parameters appear when solving (5.2), which ought to be fixed
by the Ward identity (4.3). But, instead of trying to solve the field equation (5.2) in fuU

generality and then to show that one can fix the arbitrary parameters of the solution with
the help of the Ward identity8, we prefer to use first the Ward identity in order to define the
field A on the border B, and then to use the result as an initial condition for determining
the solution of the field equation. The procedure hence begins by solving the Ward identity
for A+. The result reads, in functional form (recaU the definitions (2.13) and (3.6)):

A+(z) ^- * /_+~ du £[J„, tp](u, z) KZ+ (5.10)

where 1/z is the two-dimensional propagator defined in (3.16) and * denotes the convolution
product in the (z, z)-plane. Linear source terms are omitted here since we are interested in
the Green functions of more than two fields.

8We have actually computed the three-point functions in this way: the solution of the field equation
involves one free papameter, which is indeed fixed by the Ward identity. However the generalization to
higher Green functions looks intricate.
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The procedure then is iterative. Let us suppose that we know aU n-point Green functions
(tpi ipn) which solve the field equations and the Ward identity, for n < N. Eq. (5.10)
gives the Green functions (A(x) tpx tpN) in the Unfit u +0. The field equation (5.2)
determines them for u > 0. The remaining Green functions (d(x) <pi <pif) are found with
the field equation (5.3). But, since Green functions involving both A and d fields are clearly
computed twice in the course of this procedure, there is a problem of compatibility. More
precisely we have to show that the field equations (5.2) and (5.3), assumed to be valid for
the JV-point functions, are stiU vaUd after the insertion of A at u +0 through (5.10). This
follows indeed from the commutation relations

[Ka(z), MA(X')] Z+ igfabc82(z - z')-±- * M?(x')Z+
L J 27Ttz' (511)

(Ka(z)Md(x') - M«z+\x')Ka(z)) Z+ igfabc82(z - z')—-t * Md(x')Z+

where we have introduced the Z+-dependent Unearized operator

M«z+)(x) JL + 8±_9JL
8Jd 8J 8J

8Z+ _8_

8J ' 8J -9
SZ+

IT'
_8_

JJ (5.12)

6 Conclusions

We have thus shown the existence of a unique solution of the field equations (4.1) satisfying

- by construction - the Ward identity (4.3) associated with the residual gauge invariance.
More precisely, we have shown that this Ward identity is compatible with the field equations
and that it characterizes uniquely their solution. It is this solution which leads to the chiral
algebra (4.8) on the boundary B. More precisely it leads to such an algebra on each side

of the boundary. The current operators involved on one side have their helicity opposite to
that of the operators on the other side.

The Green functions of the theory turn out to be free of any radiative corrections, and
hence are ultraviolet finite as expected. On the other hand, the infrared problem linked to
the axial gauge and which manifests itself by the occurence of long-distance ambiguities -
see e.g. the parameters a, ß and 7 in the propagators (3.14) - has been resolved by two
requirements. The first one is the choice of the parametrization, I or II, in (3.21). This
choice, I in our case, is impUed by the explicit form (4.1) we have choosen for the field
equations. The second requirement is the residual gauge Ward identity.
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